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Dundee Ceramics Workshop Fellowship 

Dundee Ceramics Workshop is delighted to announce the availability of a new membership tier in our studio: 
the Dundee Ceramics Workshop Fellowship. 

Running alongside our standard membership which provides studio users with scheduled, supervised 
access to the space (as well as reduced rates for workshops, talks and events), DCW hopes that our new 
Fellowship will result in fostering a small community of ceramic artists having open access to facilities that 
are currently unavailable elsewhere in the city. Our Fellowship will allow artists to use the workshop without 
the restrictions of our volunteer schedule, and to store work at the studio which will enable these members to 
work on pieces for an extended period of time on site without concern for transporting unfinished items, 
allowing for time and space to develop more complex pieces and bodies of work. 

Fellowship places will run for three months at a time, with the possibility of extending this membership for up 
to six continuous months. Applicants are asked to submit an overview of their work/practice and supporting 
material to help inform the DCW committee's decision in determining the artist's suitability for the Fellowship; 
a projected use of the space and detail of their ideal needs from the Fellowship will be necessary in order for 
the committee to best decide who to invite to hold these limited places. 

Successful applicants will be asked to commit to a three month Fellowship from 1 June 2018; towards the 
end of this period, a review will take place to determine whether the artist's Fellowship should be extended 
for an additional three months if desired, provided both parties are happy with the arrangement.  

Applicants should have confidence in their abilities and understand that they will have access to the space 
when no studio technician or committee members are on site. In depth guidance in specific techniques and 
one-on-one tuition are available, but will be subject to a fee and must be scheduled in advance. 

Potential candidates should be aware that designated storage space will be provided for Fellowship 
members, but understand that this space is limited due to the size of our studio, and our need to provide 
space for other member’s work that is to be fired. Candidates should also keep in mind that the workshop 
provides access to members and the general public during workshop open hours, which are manned by 
volunteers - these hours fluctuates from week to week depending on volunteer availability. Committee 
meetings take place within the space once a week, and workshops, tutorials and masterclasses also occur, 
particularly on evenings and weekends. It is our hope that having unlimited access to the workshop will allow 
Fellowship members the flexibility to create work around these regular activities, as well as during them if 
appropriate. 

If travel and time allow, we encourage candidates to visit the workshop in advance of submitting an 
application, in order to provide a clear idea of our facilities and studio set up. If visiting in person is 
unfeasible, the committee are more than happy to provide images and information upon request.  



Fellowship Details: 

Cost: £150 for three months 
Includes:  
- 24 hour access to studio 
- Designated storage space for work 
- Designated storage space for materials 
- Discounted rates on courses and workshops that occur during the Fellowship period 
- One medium sized bisque firing per month (pre-determined space within kiln) 

Availability: four places - two of which will be for sculptural/visual artists, and two for artists whose practice is 
applied art/design-led. 

Applicants should supply the following (see application form): 
- Artist's statement and description of current practice  
- Overview of relevant experience and skills 
- A summery of how a Fellowship place would benefit your practice, and of projects you may work on during 

this time (a suggestion of the direction you'd like to take your work in would suffice) 
- Any specific needs or desires of what you hope the workshop can offer you (in order for the committee to 

manage expectations) 
- A projection of how often you anticipate using the space (an estimate of number of hours/days per week) 
- A note of which of our placement types your practice should be considered under: visual art or applied art. 
- 3-5 images of work 

Application deadline: Monday 14th May 2018, 5pm 

Please send your completed application, or any enquires about our Fellowship, to 
tinroofdundee@gmail.com. 

We will aim to notify successful applicants by Friday 18th May 2018. Fellowship placements in this round will 
commence Friday 1 June 2018 and end on Friday 31 August 2018. Payment will be accepted in either one 
lump sum by the commencement of the placement, or as three monthly instalments if preferred. 

Unsuccessful applicants will be kept on file for the next round, provided they are interested in being 
considered for a later date.


